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Et.._:dies of many aspects of news and newspapers have been ade,

but none has considered the news judgment of newspaper food editors. To

varying degrees food editors fill the pages of newspaper food serrtions

with copy written by food public relations practitioners. This copy may

ncluda recipes which call for the use of brand or generic names of

company food products. A unique situation is created whereby food

companies or the companies' public relations agencies submit their

interpretation of food news as a publicity effoit and food editors

receive a rich supply of new ideas for tile papers' readers. Both writers

and editors have something to gain if the information received is usable.

if food public relations practitioners--who for brevity will be

called food writers--had a clear concept of, food editor types and story

preferences, they would have a better opportunity to write copy which

had a more sucbessful rate of "pir:k up" or placement. It follows that

food editors would have more usable copy to choose from if food writers

knew those editors' story needs and preferences. However, before the

result of this communication can be successful, food writcrs and editors

must have a knowledge of the food news needs and interests of their

audience.

What are the food story preferences of food editors? Is there

more than one general type of newspaper food editor? If so, do food

news preferences vary with these types? How do food writers perceive

newspaper focd editors? Are these perceptions accurate? Is there more

than cne type of newspaper reader in terms of food news preferences? If

so, what are the types of newspaper food readers and what are their focd

story preferences? How well do the food news judgments of newspaper food

editors and food writers correlate with reader food news preferences? To

3
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find the answer to these clic-stions is the -curtlosP c-P this study."

Thee-ry

Cocrir-ntation was =i-r.st dP.fined by 1;ewcc,:tb as the connunication

of two persons with each other about some external object.
2

Grunig

offerced a clear idea of coo-rientation research when he wrote:

In coorientation research, people basically are asked what
they think another person with whom they have or could have
communicated are thinking. When these responses are compared
with the other person's thought 17ecesses, it is possible to
determine ccmmunication problems/

'iestley and ..:acLean expanded Newcomb's model to primary groups and

social systems.
4

An application of some of their ideas to a stUdy of

food writers (A) and food editors (B) shows that A selects from many

potential stories (Xs) the ones to send to B. 76 also receives other

information directly about A which might influence B's perception of

A ?.nd X, A, by .submitting releases about their products-to B intend to

inform consumers, but they must de it through the criteria or information

preferences of the editor gatekeepers.

1Th s paper is adapted from a master's thesis advised by Dr. James

E. Crunig, The author wishes to thank him for his valuable help and interest.

2Theodore 1. Newcomb, "An Approach to the Study of Communicative
Acts," Psychological Review 50 (November 1953): 393-404,

3James E. Grunig, "A Case Study of Organizational Information
Seeking and Consumer Information Needs," paper presented to the Public
Relations Division; Association for Education in Journalism, San Diego
Calif., August 1974.

Bruce H. Westley and Malcolm S. IlacLean Jr., "A Conceptual Model

for Communications Research," Journalism Quarter'IN 34 (Winter 1957):

31-38.
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Tichehor and his colleaz-ues used the. Vestley and acLean model

as a framewo-rk fo-r- hypotheses on predicting A's success in placing X with

3 in a study cf county extension agents (A) and community editors (I:).

The relationship between the county .:xtension agents and the-community

editors 4s net unlike the relationship between food writers and food

editors. Both agents and writers have messages to give to publics

through editors., The editors may or may not want to use the messages

sent to then by these news sources. Tichenor presumed that A and B had

different criteria for message selection: A chose X in terms of his own

aims, what he wanted the audience to know about the aims of his reference

groups; B chose X according to the perceived interest of the audience.

For the study, 88 pairs of A's and B's of coamunity newspapers in Minn-

esota were selected according to :.he known pattern of use of X from A.

One person conducted-personal interviews with all respondents. Success

of placement was interpreted by column inches and the percent.of newshole

devoted to agent matexial. Respenses to questions were weighted, nrid

agreement was the absolute difference between editor and agent, with a

zero difference meaning complete agreement. The findings showed that

(1)A's own values were closer to B's values than A thought they_ were,

(2)ed1tor:; who_view A's Xs as higher in audience appeal tend to rate A

more hi,rhly as a news source, and (3) face to face contact between A and

B seems unrelated in B's orinion of A as a.new., source.

Understanding just what constitutes audience appeal is a

-Phillip J. Tichenor, Clarice N. Olien, and George A. Donohue,
"Tredictin a Source's success in Placring Ncws in the ledia," Journalism.
Quarterly 1 4 (Spring 1967)!
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complex su'eject and studies in consumer "sehavior show why. Engel,

Kollat and Blackwell'descrlbed an on=eing i'ilterir r. process in all

consumers which screens topics for individual attention.- Thus, what

a newspaper's readers select to read in a food section depends on the

compatibility of the message content with the readers' dispositions.

These authors wrote," selective exposure is a problem that any

communicator must contend with, because the actual audience almost

always is less than the desired audience."
2

Food writers, then, have

the double challenge of writing 'copy that appeals to food editors and

to the food editors' generalizations of their readers' food news

preferences.

Some editor types have teen studied. In a factor analysis

based on editors ranking stories, Ward found that editors had essentially

the same story preference pattern.3 Clyde and Buckalew did a Q-factor

analysis of newt editors and found 18 out of 30 editors to be of one

type.
4 Buckalew studied television news editors'- decisions and did a

correlation and factor analysis to find relationships between the use of

a story by an editor and the news value it contained, between use of a

story and the hackground of the editor, and between use of a story and the

1 James F. Engel, David T. Kollat and Roger D. BlaAwell, Consumer

Behavior, 2nd ed. (New York: Holt, ainehart and Winston, Inc. 1973), p. 211.

2
Ibid., p. 213.

3Walter J. Ward, "News Values, News Situations, and News Sleectiohs:

An Intensive Study of Ten City Editors" (Ph.D. dissertation, University

of Iowa, 1967).-

f:ocrt W. Clyde and Janos K. Buckalew, "Inter-media Standard-

ization: A Q-Analysis of News Editors," Journalism Quarterly 46 (Summcr

1969)1 349751.
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r.714...ure f his television station, inclu±ing its size and market,
1

IJiiferences

-zetween the editors were fc,und to L. related to the size of the community

an editor worked in and his amount of education. Other editor differences

were proposed by Donohue and colleagues who suggested that individual

attitudes and abilities may be related to decisions in gatekeeping and

information control.
2

it has yet to be determined whether or not food

editors resemble their counterparts who deal with other types of news.

Since food sections may -ce looked upon as innovations which are included

in newspapers to increase profits, gatekeeping studies of editors selecting

hard news are not rich sources for selecting theories about food editors.

Harris studied magazine editors-from the point of view of what

they rejected rather than selected. He analyzed 1,)53 rejected releases

from 22 industrial magazines. In addition he obtained the editors'

opinions on why releases are rejected. The editors gave the following

rrasons: (1)they lacked news or provided no information, (2)they were

poorly timed so that they were received too early or too late to bc of

use, (3)the company sent too many releases in a short period of

time which automatically rejected them no matter how well written or

interesting they were, (4) the stories lacked novelty, (5) the releases

were a deliberate deception, and finally, (6) the manuscripts were not

1
James K. Buckalew, "A Q-Analysis of Television News Editors'

:Decisions," Journalism Quarterly 46 (Spring 1969): 135-7.

2
George A, Donohue, Phillip J. Tichenor and Clarice N. Olien,

"Satekeeping: ass Nedia Systems and Information Control," in Current
Perspectives in ilass Communications Research, Gds. Gerald F. Kline and
Phillip J. Tichenor (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, Inc., 1972),
pp. 41-69.



neat. e loss than a nP-,7;, over releases

of a er more in length was inconclusive. The writers of the

rejected releases were wron,=_: in what they thought the editors would use

and thr- ,--elected -r.ele,,,ses are an indication of comminication problems.

Evidence of inaccuracy of perception between news sources and

newsmen is further provided by Cieber. He studied civil liberties

g7roups and reporters and found that a genuine difference in perception

of news existed because what was news to a source was not news to a

reporter.
2 Carter studied the way newspapers are perceived and evaluated

major sources of news. In a study of school superintendents in

California he found that schoolmen perceived newsmen as catering to

reader interests. Those schoolmen who perceived that what the readers

should know and wanted to know as identical haA a more favorable attitude

toward the press.3 Carter recommended that specific studies be done

to study the relationships between specific news sources and specific

gatekeepers.

The conceptual framework of Chaffee and McLeod's general model

of coorientation defines three concepts: accuracy is a comparison of A's

prcrilctions of E's ratings of X with E's actual ratings; agreement

1David H. Harris, "Publicity Releases: Why They End Up in the
Wastebasket," Tndustrial larketing 46 (June 1961): 98-100.

Adalter Gieber, "How the 'Catekeepers View Local Civil Liberties

News," journalis.m Quarterly 37 (Spring 1960): 199-205.

cy E. Carter Jr., "The Press and Public School Superintmdents
in California," journalism Quarterly 31 (Spring 1954): 175-85.



is 7.r,m-7.7--ion of -r=tin,,s of Y. and E's ratings of X:and congruency

is a cemparisen sof A's rrediction of E's rating of X te A's own rati-,.

Using this paradigm, Atwood studied the stery preferences of riwsmPn

Pn4 rPader= and how th.-==,-. --coups p---rceived each others' choices.
2

He feund

subotantial agrr,ement in their preferences. Tannenbaum applied the model

to science writers, edite-s and reade-cs. He found that the media did

.not prcsent to the public what the public wanted, in terms of science

nc..Ls, but what the media people thought the public wanted. Further,

Tannenbaum found different choices of stories of science news between

science writers and editors. Editors considered stories valuable if

they were exciting; scientists, scnce writers and science news readers

did not. 3
Crunig used the model to study communications problems between

a community development agency and the low-income persons who used the

4
agency. he found that Blacks had more congruency with the clientele

than did Whites, but 'Mites showed accuracy in knowing what the clients

thought. The research questions for this study of newspaper food editors ,

food readers and food writers draw upon the theoretical framework of the

Chaffee and noLeod model. The questions are, (1) do food writers have the

1
Steven H. Chaffee and Jack H. McLeod, "Sensitization in Panel

Design: A Coorientational Experiment," Journalism Quarterly 45 (Winter
1968): 661-9.

2
L.E. Atwood, "How Newsmen and Readers Perceive Each Others'

Story Preferences," Journalism Quarterly 47 (Summer 1970):296-301.

3
Percy H. Tannenbaum, "Communication of Science Information,"

Sei(.:nce 140 @lay 1963): 579-83.

4
James E Crunig, "Communication in a Community Development

Agency," Journal. of Communication 24 (Autumn 1974): 40-46.

9
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"=-="7.n ""1.=-.WS judments as food editors? (,2) Can food writers accurately

f food editors that exist? '0) Cam-food w-rit.-r-q

accurataly predict the news judgments of newspaper food editors? An-;

(4) do the news judgments of newspaper food editor-s and food writers

cur-relate significantly with the food news interests of newspaper readers?

70ethols 4fs

Thr= first P-t of this study focused on defining types of news-

f:-,d editors. Th,-oe hundred newspaper food editors from the

approximately 790 listed in Working Press of the Nation, Volume I, were

rPnrlomly selected and mailed a survey which consisted of two parts. The

fi-st part of the survey was a list of 40 foodNtipes and leads. The

c-ditors were az:Iced to rate the titles and leads fromHz,ero to 100 according

to thr-i- likelihood of using such a story in their food section. The

subjects of the story titles and leads were evenly divided into 10

categories: economy, nutrition, convenience, novelty, party ideas,

gourmet, feature recipe with a menu, low-calorie, nostalgia and seasonal.

There arc undoubtedly other areas of food information in which editors

are interested, but this study concentrated on these common tyPes of

"food news". The titles and leads were selected from stories appearing

in food sections of newspapers. The second part of the survey asked

questions such as the frequency with which food editors used food copy

supplied to them from sourceL; such as focd companies or public relations

agencies, their main reasons for using or not using such releases, thc

food topics of major interest to them, their paPers' circulation, their

cities' population and other similar data.

The rating of the titles and leads was adapted from research

1 0
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d:ne 1-,y Haskins. hP-s -est ratinss cf their interest

in title-= cx-n-ressed numerically in ter7s of a thermc7ete-r scale.

7...ant hey would te "extre7ely sure not to read" the article and ICC

would he "extremely sure to read" the article the 1-.n-7i= of the title.

The rePders in a voluntary situation accepted or rejected an article.on

its "apparent ccntent".- Haskins found that written elements were the

most influential in affecting acceptance or rejection. Thus, illustration,

-rr.otos and display elements we-re not used. Haskins also found that the

nu7e-rical thermometer scale closely predicted absolute item readership

7crcentages and the rank order of a group of items. 3y using the

numerical scale, the data can be statistically analyzed.

Stevenson confirted title-rating-usefulness in predicting

reade-r.,hip and in determining rank order of articles in a study done by

thr, United States Information Agency.
2

The number of titles used in

the study.va-ied from 10 to 20 and included a one or two sentence suftmary.

The ranking o4- a series of titles from highest to lowest accurately

prcdicted actual readership of specific magazine articles. Title-rating

was used by Allen to measure relative reader interest only, not to predict

actual readnrship.3

',Jack P. Haskins, "Pretesting Editorial Items and Ideas for
Peader Interest," journalism Quarterly 37 (Spring 1960): 224-30.

2
2.nbert I. Steven7,-)n, "Cross-Cultural ValLiation of a :leadership

Prediction Technique," JournaliSm Quarterly 50 (Winter 1973): 690-6.

3Suc Allen, "Predicting icader Interest in Anthropology Column,"
Journalism Quarterly 52 (Spring 1975): 124-28.

ii



XaoLean ha= sur-z-c=trd ,= a mr,Pn= to corr'te

_

r=on= to dar- 4tems

analysis was used to determine types of news-saper food editors on the

basis of th:_ir-restonse to the title-ratih=2.2 in s ould ncted that

the responsos were not forced ihtc a nor:mal distri:.utich as is us._Lally

done in 2 Q.-sort. Factor scores were standardize,d into 2-scores to

n71:w coo.r,arizon across factors. A comtarison of 2-scores icr all

varialaos on one factor showed which variables defined types.

The second -chase c.`" the study was based on a telephone surve-;

of 50 people in Prince George's County, :-Tarylani. The respondents

were contacted through random dierrit dialing, and each interview lasted

fr-m 15 to 20 minutes. Prince Occrge's County was selecte.',. 1:cause ft

i3 a stiturban county of Washington, D.C. which has a ,g.00d economic

nix. The respondents wore asked to ratr from zero to 100 how interestef:

they would be in reading the identical 40 titles and leads administered

to the newspaper food editors by mail survey. Some demographic data

was also obtained. Q-factor analysis was .performed to determine types

of food readers based on their rating responses. It should be noted that

since case groupings develop types and the characteristics of the tyr,es

, are more important than an exact percentage distribution, large samples

are not necessary.3

1 4alco1m S. MacLean jr., "Some Nultivariate Designs for Corm_

unications Research," Journalism Quarterly 42 (Autumn 1965): 614-22.

2Compute,: anlyses wore conducted at tho University of ..:arylani

Computer Science Center with financial support from the Ccnte:r.

3Ja,:cs E. Grunig,, "Some Cons5.stent Type:s of Employee Public,"

Public Relati)ns Aeview 1 (Winter 1975): 20.
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.The third Thase of the study focused on thu three coorientation

concepts of Chaffee and McLeod, congruency, accuracy and agreement as

they applied to food wr.iters, their food news judgments and their

perceptions of food editor types. This -

coorientation concepts to groups or c

wrote, "Application of coorientafional L,

-)lication of the

nig and Stamm

1-.0 collectivities

requires the assumption that there is such a thing as a collective

'cognition."
1

McLeod explained how this could be done. He wrote, "To

obtain this infonnation 'we might present the person with various scale

positions relevant to the object of study and ask him to tell us what

proportion ef people comprising that entlty would hold each position."
2

Nine.food writers of a major public relations agency were.given

a list of the'same 40 titles and leads administered by mail to the food'

editors and by telephone to the newspaper readers. They were asked to

rate on a scale of zero to 100 how good a story they thought each item:

would make for the food pages of a newspaper. They were also asked to

.thirik of how food editors would rate these same Stories.. The instructions,

which were written with an.awareness of the necessity to allow writers to

recognize editors of several tYpes if they wished to, read, "You may

think that all editors would rate them alike oryou may think that

different types of editors would rate them differently. If you think

there is more than one type of food editor - in terms of news judgment

then tell me briefly what each type is lik(-.

.
\1

James E. Grunig and Keith R. Stamm, Communication and Coorientation
of Collectivities," American Behavioral Scientist 16 (Man-April 1973)1 558.

2
Jack N. McLeod, "Issues andStrategies in Coorientational Research,"

paper presented at the Symposium on ComMunication, Communication Theory and
Methodology Division, Assoeiation for Education-in_Journalism, COlumbia,
South Carolina, August 1971.

\
3
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Pearson correlations were done for congruency, a comparison of

the writers' predictions of editor ratings of the 40 items it o their self

\ratings; for accuracy, a compariLon of the writers' predictons of

editor ratings to actual editor ratings; and for agreement, a comparison

of the writers' ratings for self with the actual editor ratings and actual

reader ratings. The Pearson correlations fr- nccur rre followed by

first order partial correlations which eliminate:, Pment. Wackman

has shown that simple measures of accuracy can be "...confounded .with

measures of agreement between the two persons whose ratings are being

1
compared." He proposed a partial correlation measure of "real"

accuracy 1414ch correlates more closely accuracy of predictions about

a rating with an actual rating without the influence of any projection

or anti-projection process. For example, a food writer may see herself.

as very similar to a perceived type of food editor. On that basis,

the writer may project her own views into her perceived views of the,

food editor, making predictions which are by chance accurate or

inaccurate. Removing this chance accuracy'gives a more real or factual

assessment of the-situation by separating different components such as.

response ,sets which might affect an accuracy score.

Results

1

One hundred forty nine newspaper food editors of tice 300 editors

sampled, oy 497) percent responded to the questionnaire. Of those

respondents, 133\questionnaires, or 44.3 percent Were complete and had

1
Danclel B. Wackman, "A Proposal for a New Measure of Coorientational

Accuracy or Empathy," paper presented to the Communication Theory and
Methodology Division, Association for Education in Journalism, Berkeley,
Calif., August 1969.

1 4
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been received at the time of this tabulation. Those 133 respondents,

on the basis of their title-ratings were classified by Q-factor analysis

into three major types.

Editor type I, with 56 members, was the largest and was named

the "Transitionalists". The data from the title-rating and the responses

to the second part of the questionnaire detailed an editor type that

has changed the orientation of

to nutrition and informatic

no6 section from recipes and cooking

,sitionalists showed a preference

for nutrition and low-calorie items TAid for nostalgia and seasonal

items devoted to canning, Economy items were also given high 1.atings,

but since economy appealed to all three..editor typos It was'not a

distinguishing characteristic. Low interest was shown for gourmet,

feature recipe with a menu and novelty items. Mean circulation of

newspapers of'editors in type I was 43,000 and mean population of the

city in which it is found, 117,000. This data suggests the Transitional-

ists edit small circulation newspapers in relatively large cities.

Transitional type editors, then, inclUde editors of "second" newspapers

in cities, that is the smaller newspaper in cities that have competing

newspapers.

Type II editors arc the "Traditionalists". The Traditionalists,

with 49 respondents, comprised the second largest type. These editors

showed h proforPrioe for nomnionor,, fraturo rocipe with .a menu, novelty

and E,,ollrmet items.. These are the traditional "news" items found on food

pages. These editors showed a marked lacik of preference for the nutrition

items, suggesting that they are much less.interested in providing information-

oriented food articles. ;lean circulation of the newspaperS represented

by the Traditionalists is 72,000 and mean population of their cities, 47,000.
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This suggests that these editors are small town food editors for newspaperS

which serve a county area. By encompassing larger areas, their circulations

arc greater than that of newspapers in type I.

The type. III food editors can be called the "New Guard". With

29 editors, this was the smallest type,. The mean circulation of the

newspapers of the New Guard editors is 81,000. This circulatiOn figure

is the largest of thr thrH indicating that thr litors represent

the largest new: population of their LLties is 514,000.

Within this type cah be found the big city newspaper food editors who

work on the "first" or larger of two competing newspapers in theireities.

This editor typo seems to show more selectivity and diverse food news

interests since their food news.preferences are more spread out across

the 10 categories.,

A majority of all three editor types report frequ ,tly using

agency or company f leases. Th in n-asons tLe Transi icnalists who

une prepared reic- s reported them, were for photos

which often aeca y such relcaeLs, For new ideas, for r and menu

ideas, and for t 'reasons: Technical criteria are :ined as I

practicality Of ',-he suggestions- in the release, suitability to the pa'per's

readers and :,-iditerial rather than commercial slant. The Traditionalists

listed good photo rebipe and menu ideas and neeed filler as the in

:1

reasons they u.--3ed cr selected pl'eparod rpleases and the Nc--' Guard llsted

--ood photo. as, recipc and mena ideas and technical criteria

1

Th Transitionali7ts gave for rejectlni: prepared

releases w--re c they conflict with the newspapers' advertising

th5-y :
inherent Idas, the editors lack-space in which to use

the releases and thc recipes accompanying the releases arc too elaborate,

16
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complicated and expensive. The Traditionalists listed conflict with

advertising policies of their newspapers as the main reason they do not

use prepared releases. Their second major reason is that the releases

are too elaborate, expensive and complicated. The Now Guard gave inherent

bias and non-quality presentation as the two main reasons they reject

agency or company releases.

The food editors were asked which food topic or topics were of

major interest to them. Transitinnalists listed nutrition and economy

most often. Both of these .,ponscs were in keeping with the title-

rating results which"showed this type giving high ratings to nutrition

and economy-items. Traditionalists listed economy, nutrition, and recipes

and menus as the fc topics-of most interest to them. Their interest in

nutrition was a str: s:_e these :aitors gave the nutrition, items

lo marks in the t..L Apparently, when actually.confronted

with a nutrition ti-- _ead it appeals less to this type than does

the general concept GI .ition". Their interest in uncomi cated and

(-y recipes and mci. .0 .. keeping with the title-rating. The New

Cuird listed econo- Jig favorite followed by nutrition, consur

education, gourmet and low-fat and diet. These responses were

arlin in keeping wi ti--le-rating. This type continued, to show an

intereSt in both f(, iented and information-ori:- topics. Their

listing of gourmet as a majbr interest show: that their inter,74-

in food and recipes sophisticated nature.

The survey e fpal pieces of information about newspaper

food editors. Only or. r in thc T-ransitional tyTe and two editors\

.in the New Guard typc. -:cess to a test kitchen. ilany editors across \\

all types, however, r: :tt they use their:kitchens. at home to tt-st

7



recipes received at work.

16

All three editor types listed, recipes as having

rxime importance for them.- The Transitionalists and New; Guard listed

stories second and photos third in order of importance while Traditionalists

ranked photos second and stories third. All three editor types do

place emphasison regionality in the food stories they write and select.

The second phase of the study was a telephone survey of 50

newspaper readers. The Q-factor analysis of the food news preferences

.of newspaper readers resulted in two major typos with onerespondent

typical of neither type. There 1.1re 29 people in the first type called

the "Nutritionists". These-readers showed through title-rating greater

:interest in nutrition and low-calorie items.than in the recipe .or menu

items. In other words they are more information-oriented than recipe-

ci7ientcd. There were 20 peeple in the second reader type which we called

the "Chefs". This type showed a greater interest in novelty, feature with

menu and gourmet items than in the nutrition or low-calorie items. Consens

items or the items the reader types rated similarly showed a strong ,

consensus on economy. This reflects tight household budgets and consumer

.interest in high food costs. The reader types also shared a mutual

interest in convenience and canning.

The characterization of the two reader types across demographic

questions showed that age, income, food news readership and education

yielded no significant differences between types. This suggests that

the differences in types of food readers has more to do with psychographics

such as values or culture than demographics. Sex did appear to.have. some

distinguishing value between the two reader types. Eleven out of 13

men wore catag,orized in the-Nutritionists type suggesting that me::' len prefer'

nutrition and l w-calorie food informatien to recipe and menu inform7ttlon.

18
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This preferenocl for nutrition versus recipes and monus was.si'gnificantly

greater in men than in women (pc0.05).

The coorientatdon phaso el the study began with-nine food writers

of a-major public relations agency rating the 40 food titles and leads

for themselves. Thcy then were askcd to describe the food editor types

they perceived and to rate the titles and leads for those editors. Con-

gruence scores compare the writers' predictiens of editor ratings to

their ratings for self. The congruency scores illustrated that most of

the food writers recognized that there are several types of newspaper

food editors and that these ulitors rate fOpd news differently. Traditional

and contomporary c itor types were most often described. The writers saw

themselvts similar, in terms cf news juC_Jnent, to a consumer-oriented,

2ontemporary type -f food editor,

Accuracy scores which compared the writers' predictions of the

litor ratings with the editors' actual ratings and with the readers'

r::tual'ratings -,rc seen in TaL._ c 1-8. Both zero Order and partial

orrelations ar,: :7 own:

Writ:2r l's first prediction of an "old guard" editor type correlated

sir,nificantly with the TransitirDnal editor type and the NutritioniEt

rer.der type. Her second predicted "young guard" type correl7Aed very

significantly with, the Transitional edior type and the Nutritionist
.

reader type. Before the partial correlations, ratings for the second

\

predicted type corr6late1 significantly with the actual Traditional

editor type and Chcfs reader type; and near Significance With the New

Guard .cditcr type '(see Table 1).

1 9



TABLE 1.--Comparison of writer l's predictions of editor-ratings of
40 items with actual editor ratings and with actual reader ratings

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES
I II , III

TRi,NSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW
ISTS ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPEE
I II

NUTRITION-
ISIS CHEFS

R -.3089 .0562 -.1135 -.6830 -.1952
5=0.026* s=0.365 ,s=0.243 s=0.001 s=0.114

Partial -.2759 .1116 -.0325 ;Flt ,J1
R =0,. N.J.,: s=0.2119 s=0.422 s=0.001 s=0.206

II

.4077 .2835 .2510 .4492 .2971
s=C.005 s=0.038 s=0.059 s=0.002 s=0.031

Partial .38c9 .2494 .1519 .3857 .2276
3.-(7.007 s=0.063 s=0.178 s=0.008

*
s (equals significance I.

Writer 2, who saw all fn editors as alike, did not predict

acurately pf the types of editors that actually exist. The

predicted e:'iter type did correlrltc .7ignificantly, with the Nutritionist

reader type bcf,--rre and the Chefs rea r type after the partial correlations

(see Table 2).

TABLE 2:--Comparison of writcr 2's r1ediction of editor ratings of 40
items with:actual editor ratings and with actual reacler ratings

I

ACTUAL EDITOR 7:PES ACTUAL READER TYPES

T II III I II

TRANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW NUTRITION-
ISTS. ISTS GUARD ISTS CHEFS

R .1661 -.1983 .1692, .2829 .0327

s-0.153 s=0.110
,

s-0.148 s=0.038 s=0.421

Partial .1455 .1996 .0845 .1099 .3053

R .s=c).198 . s=0.112 s=0.305 s=0.253 s=0.029

_ of wrf_tc.r 's editor tyD: predictions correlated with the

2 0
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actual Transitional editor typo. The second prediction of an editor type

with an "average knowledge of food and median income readers" correlated

significantly after the partial correlations with the actual Traditional

editor type. None of the preictions correlated significar .ith th,

actual New Guard. The fir:A pr. '

fl - -hiticated

or correlated with both reader types. The seconi and third editor

predictions correlated significantly with the Chefs Table 3).

TABLE 5.--Ccmparison of writer 3's prAltions of &-tor ratings of 40

items with actual editor ratings and 4ith actual rea_or ratings

71

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES
II III

TLiANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW,

IST'S ISTS GUARD

,CTUAL READER TYPES
1 II

NUTRITION-
ISTS CHEFS

,5348 -.1154 .1173 .4525 -.0329

s=0.001 s=0.239 s=0.235 s=0:002 s=0.420

firtial .2835 .1346 .0168 .3499 .3045
7-7 s=0,040 s=0.207 s=0.459 2=0.015 s=0.030

II
.4486 .1986 .0204 .1935 .2395

s=),002 s=0.110 s=0.450 s=0.116 s=0.068

Partial .320f .3037 -.C290 .0852 .3582

,q s=0.-23 s-0.028 s=.0.L31 s-=0.303 s=0.013

.2469 .2452 .0932 -.0419 .3433

s=0.062 s=0.064 s=0.234 s=0.399 s=0.015.'

Partial .3253 .240? -.0E78 -.0277 .3417

s=0.021 s=0.070 s=0.298 s=0.433 s=0.017

7,iriter-4's first prediction of a consumer-oriented clitor type

neared sicnificance after the partial cerrelatiora with thc tua

Transitional and ELw CurIrd .7pcs. Th-.= seccn prdiction cf a non-

ccnour clitor ty 23rr..17 1 s;T;nificantly with the a-Aual

2 1

(
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Traditional type. Both predisAed editor types correlated significantly

with both reader types

TABLE 4.--Comparison of ,L_ c..tions of ratings of 40
items with actual editor raLinc, Lt ,;Ali actual reader ratings

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES
I II III

TRANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW
ISTS ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPES
I II

NUTRITION-
ISTS CHEFS

.3578

s=0.012

.0183

s=0.455
.3250

s=0.020
.4026

s=0.005
.3022

s=0.029

Parti-11 .2471 .1029 .2275 .2525 .4046

R s=0.065 s=0.266 s=0.082 s=0.060 s=0.005

II
.3202 -.1987 -.3243 .2987

s=0.214 s=0.022 s=0.109 s=0.021 s=0.031

P2tIal -.0692 .3022 -.1509 -.2674 .2904

s=0.338 s=0.031 s=0.180 s=0.050 s=0.036

Writer 5's first predicted "pedantic older type" correlated

significantly with the actual Transitional editor type. The predicted

younger, career-oriented editor type correlated significantly before the

partialing out of agreement with the Transitional editor type and the

Nutritionist reader type (see Table 5).

TABLE 5.--Comparison of writer 5's predictions of editor ratings of 40
items with aetual editor ratings and with actual reader ratings

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES ACTUAL READER TYPES
.I II III I II

TRANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW NUTRITION..:

ISTS ISTS\_ GUARD ISTS CHEFS

.2960 .1359 -.1778 -.0470 .1391
s=0.032 s=0.202 s=0.136 s=0.387 s=0.196

2 2
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TABLE 5.--Continued

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES

TRANSITIONAL- TADITIONAL- NEW
ISTS ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPES

NUTRITION-
ISTS CHEFS

Parti-1 .2744 .1784 -.2278 -.1268 .1532
2=0.045 s=0.139 s=0.082 s=0.221 s=0.176

II

R .6471 -.2463 .2455 .4970 -.0350
s=0.001 s=0.063 s=0.063 s-0.001 s=0.415

PartY...1_ .1629 .0057 -.1095 .1853 .1889
R s=0.161 s=0.486 s=0.253 s=0,129 s=0.125

Writer 6's third prediction of a "lazy" editor type correlated

with the actual Transitional editor type. The first prediction of a

major market editor correlated with both actual reader types. The

cecond Trediction of a secondary market type correlated with thc Chefs

eer vile (See Table 6).

-TABLE E.-Comparison of writer 6's predictions of editor ratings of 40
items with actual editor ratings and with actual reader ratings

'ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES
II..

T.?ANSir.07NAL-TRADITIONAL- NEW
ISTS-- ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPES

NUTRITION-
ISTS CHEFS .

.2257 .1252 .2294 .3081 .0045
s=0.081 s=0.221 s=0.077 s=0.027 s=0.489

=a17tial ,1908 ,0832 .2158 .4291 .4273
s=0.122 s=0.307 s=0.093 s=0.003. s=0.003

II

.0117 .1041 .0945 .0473 -.0665
5=0,L-72 s=0.261 s=0.281 s=0.386 s=0.342

Partial -.2.26 .0404 -.0583 -.1014 .2876
R 7=0. -8 s=0.403 s=0.362 s=0.269 s=0:038

'23
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TABLE 6.--Continued

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES ACTUAL READER TYPES

I II III I II

TRANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW NUTRITION-

ISTS ISIS 'GUARD ISIS CHEFS

III
-.0493 .0545

s=0.381 s-0.369

Partial -.2767 -.0352

s=0.044 s=0.416

.0112 -.0594 -.0931

s=0.473 s=0.358 s=0.284

-.1647 -.2412 .1576

s=0.158 s=0.070 s=0.169

Writer Y's first prediction of a contemporary fool editor

correlated significantly with the New Guard before the partial correlations

and the Traditionalists after. The second prediction of a traditional

editor type correlated, pignificantly with the actual Traditional editor

type and both reader types (see Table 7).

TA13LE 7.--Comparison of writer 7's predictinns of editor ratings of 40
items with actual editor ratings and with actual reader ratings

ACTUAL EDITOR. TYPES

I II III

TRANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- . NEW

ISTS ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPES
I_ II

NUTRITION-
ISTS CHEFS

-.0493 -.1981 .3337 .2147 -.0653

s=0.381 s=0.110 s=0.018 s=0.092 s=0.34'4,

Fartial .0652 -.3406 .1111 .1083 -.2527

s=0.347 s=0.017 s=0.250 s=0.256 s=0.060

II

-.1082 .2564 -.1253 -.2995 .2095

s=0.264 s=0.055 s=0.220 s=0.03O s=0.035

Partial -.1593 .2929 ,0011 -.2517 .3691

a s-0.166 s=0.035 s=0.497 s=0.061 s=0.010

2 4
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Writer 8's first prediction of a less news-oriented editor type

correlated significantly with the actual Traditional editor type and

before the partial correlations with.the Nutritionists reader type. The

'second prediction of an economy-oriented editor type correlated significantly

with actual editor types I and II and before the partials with type III.

Title-ratings for this predicted type correlated significantly with both

reader types. The third predictA.on of a gourmet-oriented type correlated

significantly with the actual Transitionalist type and near significance

with the New Guard. Ratings for this predicted type correlated sign-

ificantly with both reader types (see Table 8).

TABLE 8.--Comparison of writer 8's predictions of-editor ratings of 40 .

Items with actual editor ratings and with actual reader ratings .

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES

: I II III .

TRANSITIONAL- TRADITIONAL- NEW

ISTS ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPES
.i II

NUTRITION-
ISTS CHEFS

I .1349 N .2788 -.1203 -.3227 .0546

s=0.203 Is-0.041 s=0.230 s=0.021 s=0.369

1-artial .0239 .3133 -.0420 -.2514 .0986

s=0.1.,3 s=0.026 s-0.400 s=0.061 s=0.275

II

.5793 .3953 .2968 .4663 .3958
,11

, s=0.001 s=0.006 s.-0.031 s.-0.001 s=0.006

Partial .4648 .3928 .1943 .3690 .3682

B s=0.001 s=0.007 s=0.118 s=0.010 s=0.011

III
.1025 -.0519 -.0138 -.1092 -.2157

s=0.265 s=0.375 s-0.466 s=0.251 s-0.091

tarthi -.3769 -.1280 -.2578 -.4423 -.3779
s=0.009 s=0.21.9 s=0.257 a=0.002 s=0.009

2 5
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Since writer 9 did ti-Ile-rating only for self, accuracy scores

could not be obtained.

Agreement scores, a comparison of the writers' self rating of 40

items with the actual editor types' and the actual reader types' ratin

of 40 items are seen in Table 9. Writer I did not correlate significantly

with any of the editor or reader typos, but her scores neared snifiea:,ce,

with the New Guard editer type and the Nutritionists readertypo. Self

ratings for writer 2 correlated significantly with the Traditionalists

editor type and the Nutritionists reader type. The agreement score for

writer 3 correlated significantly with the Transitionalists editor type.

This writer was closer to the Traditionalists than to the New Guard.

Agreement wat significant with reader type I, the Nutritionists.

Writer 4's agreement scores were significant with the Transition7

alists and near significance with the New Guard. Her agreement with

reader type I, the Nutritionists was significant. Writer 5's agreement

score was statistically significant with the Transitionalists and the

New Guard. Agreement approached significance with the Traditionalists.

This writer's agreement with reader type I, the Nutritionists, was also

statistically significant. Fond writer 6 did not correlate significantly

with any of the editor or reader types. This writer approached

significant agreement with reader type II, the Chefs. Food writer 7

correlated tignificantly with the Naw Guard but with neither reader ty3:.

,The agreement scores for writer 8 correlated significantly with the

Transitionalists and the New_Guard. This writer also correlated ,

significantly with the Nutritionists reader ty,pe. Writer 9 had agreement

scores statistically significant with all three editor types and with

both reader types.

. 2 6
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TABLE 9.--Agreement scores comparing nine writers' ratings of 40 items
to editors' and readers' ratings of 40 items

ACTUAL EDITOR TYPES
I II II1

TRANSITIONAL- DADITIONAL- NEW
ISIS ISTS GUARD

ACTUAL READER TYPES
I II

NUTIAITION-

ISTS CHEFS
--y

.1540 .1393 .2452 .2514 -%, .2077

s=0,171 s=0.196 s=0,064 s=0.059 s=0.099

.1214 -.2892 .1489 .2623 -.0855
s=0,228 s=0.035 s=0.180 s=0.051 5=0.300

.5428 -.2231 .1291 1.3245 -.2321

3=0.001 s=0.083 5=0.214 s=0.021 s=0.075

.2968 -.1277 .2611 .3856 -.0736
s=0.031 s=0.216 s=0.032 s=0.007 s=0.326

5 .6362 -.2572 .2E41 .4703 -.0857

s=0.001 s=0.055 s=0.038 s=0.001 s=0.293

.1523 .0971 .1428 .1133 -.2392

's=0.173 s=0.276' s=0.190 s=0,243 s=0.069

7 -.1300 .0511 .3628 ,1955 .4840
s=0.212 s=0.377 s=0.011 s=0.113 s=0.180

.6054 .0912 .3233 .3898 .1561

s=0.001 s=0.288 s=0.021 s=0.006 s=0.168

9 .2645 .3962 r 3634 .3114 .2769

s=0.050 s=0.006 f s=0.011 s=0.025 s=0.042

Aprreement scores between editor types and reader types.show

that the Transitionalists editpr type correlated significantly with 1o':11

rea-dor tyl;es. The Traditionalists editor type correlated significantlu

wit1;4 rc:ader type II, the Chefs. The New Guard's agreement scores

wore statistically significant with both reader types (sec Table 10).

TAHE 10.--Agreemen scores,comparinc, two reader types' ratings of 40
three editor types' ratings of 40 items

2 7
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TAS17 10H,Gontinued

ACTUAT EDITCd TYPES
IT III

T:(A::SITIONAL- TRADITIONAL NEW

ISTS ISTS GUARD

.6043 .1236 .5292

s=0.00l q=0.224 s=0.001

.4142 552 .3891

s=0.004 s=0.001 s=0.007

1,iscussion

ine ,-.7.-lander of this "lanuscr ot reviews the Questions which were

statd at the st:lrt of this study and research questions which helped

/Thfine the fra-n,ework of this study. reviewinig these questions in light

of the research results, suggestions will be made as to how food writers

can effectively use this information.

There is more than one type of newspaper food editor in terms

of news judr7ents. Editors have been described as Transitionalists,

Traditionalists, and Now Guard. Food mews preferences do vary with these

types.

The Transitionalist editor type is the food editor of the "second"

hewsr,aper in larer cities or the food editor of a newspaper in middle-

sized cities. Accordin(7 to their title-rating, this type is very inter-

ested in nutrition, canning and economy items. This type's ston,s inte=t

in nutrition sho'.'s that these editors have shifted their food news

em: I ty t t ti..,31&ional. types of foal news such as recipes and

'TV:Ntls. In their strenth of interest in nutritional items they seem to

have overlooked recipes and gourmet foo'''' items. Thus they do not show the

depth of food 'interests the New Guard seems to display. The Traditionalists
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are the -Pood editorz whc -lium sized 7..cwszapers in small tums.

Their paTe7s' serve larr .ometimes enc:m-cassing several co=ies.

are inter ._,cipes and menus; they are not intF .ested

_Dn. These c recipes to be simple and inexpensi

Mod , food. additi-- *information about food do not

:'1")pea the PradtiDn- .nterestingly en:-Jgh, about one-third of

These _itors did list r a topic of interest to them. But in

The nutriT, H 2eceived low marks.

The New Guard f- represent the big cities and the big

circulation newspapers. is interested in nutrition, but they

are selective about thei: _-Rments. They are interested in gourmet

cookina- as opposed to si practical recipes and menus, and yet th..-4

are economy minded. lore in this type listed an interest in gourmct.

and wine, food additiveL:, ws and consumer education than etther

of the other two types. types share an interest in ecc: Dmy

suggesting that they a:2e -c that this category is of great :oncern

to their readers.

Food writers u formation can write copy keeping these

editor types in_mind. issuing general releases to all food

editors, we would sugg -ing releases with three variations to

better meet the needs ar. sts of the editor type for which the

release is intended. Thc rs could incorporate new food and nutrition

information into their releases for the Transitionalists and the New Gup.rd.

.Nutritional information could be the thrust of some of the releases to these

types with products and recipes being incorporated as an integral but

s-condary part.

2 9
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Sine, -_-_litionalis-- like :.-cires all menus, -:ood copy

shoul"..
trp--;: on -ri.111:-Ig that editor 7-)r-dis-oos-:ion. The

an :--7i stions should be 1,e.:-)t easy a.:11 prac- ni, the

simple arZ. .:,asy to ffe70. :- -erthe_ -: t.----, recf_es

copy 711_ .

,vcrall at
_

three litor t s

:.crne-1., nns: -.17- -Lnd able 7.-17-fi] ) matt r which .y. ...,s the:

?lac::: on fo no New Guae'd als __ Jed :'.n interce r,

-Lnd 71,--nu, ' 7:c sophisticated ap-i-oach would be in c fcr tht_2

(-_itor ty-

7 to varying f.-)-1
according to edi7 .

tyres, wc-itors

should ing food cory acc...:-:inG to r4cions of _untry.

stressed ty fooe editors and -if prep- --o:d copy fits

the it is received, its chance of placemc: will be

-regic=qal piece-cf food news. Since econcry is of

7 co ty-: it should often: as a ,-elle_cle to

econ_nlcal and nut:itional
chal-acterLstios of products

.1u1-;
inveztiGatOf and V :n presented in an overall quality

,
t ill holy acceptanco ,Ind placement, as a 7.ajority of

the et_. oo 7nat it would.

--n ic .--t.,%es of products should he used. food writers

-have F-- - fro71 the use of brand na,tes with the realk3ation that

(

t like to use them. At least that is whnA a number of

iito n: hi_.ir questionnaire. The prob]em of ')(3i.n.;- suspect of.

inhere:
1),) ovorcolc by writers if they choose tonics

such
c-nomy, recipes or new food finding-s as the ma,ior

thrust .f th I copy, Of course their product must have ah inteGral

rol
-pie, a nutrition stry. A food 7-Llease could disolise



the avflrage oF c:rt7._n nu-rients. ot raltrition

information -uld ,owed v a J.iec- _eicn of how 7-7as an

J. wray o fulfil- nutri._ needs.

It w-s f:_ at news rea_er: are of according t

their food n-wm ":..17-ritionistsr .id 'food infermY

prior:to-1 rea- - recipe e_nd oirs. Pot:i

types are in-_,,r.et,H

suit.alle for

reading -:_udienco ,7 77

either or bot:-:

ists and C:uarr:

so foc:i ocmy emphasisi7_, might

crs. rea, _Ls.z. that their

7 can wm=te food copy t _7. arpeals to

_pful f-- v-ziters tc kE Tramo 1 naT-

have t: lc-ratiAgs sic to bcth

reader types. The .sts with the

reader type only. Nu:tn.:It_ :Iformatio- al will to roughl

half an audience a.721 7,2

appeal to about he_f

three H.tor c_pe ideas ale

ders:-Ap nd to ce or swc titor typ,_

A release the.- oipes an:1 nutr_.-ion ha:- a .2.ttor char of

appealinE to oict o cloic :litors.

_ f
Fog' copy --Dt hone im on read= en slitor inter:L-7-

will not bc success is Natisnal Artichoke :

w,?s a scasssmal item the -le-ratia:7 that :Ad lc77 ap7-eal to both 7_- .r

types and all three This item -ention:7 only the produ, cc

It should I written a that emphize: the L2_,.c :mct or nut7'it.: -711

smects of -rtichoke:7 417 the relcse montion L. be made tham

waz,National ArtIchoke coo, Possibly th conveni of _Irtichoke a

ability or :)w c-)et duo t cc.__d be 07.JC -eays of saying

"April is Namioill Ar rcod. snth". Sine. -arty in( did not appeal 7

nithor realc- type, f )o(-1 os want,L.1 0 30 par 1eas as a vehici

3 1
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for 17uloi_ peoelucts should write .2.,,out cost party

nutritional earty ideas. This Tame principle of writing a majc-

read::r and sait:r intorests can cc rereated for all food t],,. :;oricT,

in -n eff=t to incrcase overal7 writi.ng effectiveness.

FoTd writers are aware that there are several edi7:: and

that food .dews judgments vary with these types. Host writc7I- Axe

a traditicnal and a contemporary editor type and they see t1-.- ss

more like the contemrorary editors. Their perception of :or Ttry

editers, however, is -lore closely correlated with the Trae:siti _sts

than the New Guard. A research cuestion asked if food we

accurately predict the types of food editors that exist. :nc: a-dcy

scores give the answer: seven of nine writers accurately I the

news judgments of at least onc food editor type. Eight .v _

editor ratings which correlated signifibantly with the ir L of readerF.

Do food writers agree with the ne-,-s judgments 'of '.itors?

All hut two writers correlate significantly with at leacy_ .iitor type.

Two writers correlate significantly with two editor types nn ao --7riter

rc--02.-ys with all three, types. The key to writer effec. ss, however:

is not in having the same news judgments as food editors knowing

what the eJitor news udgr7:ents are. Uriters should bc awa7 that the

maor narket food editors are interested in both food inf.: e an_ c

reeiPcs. The small town editors and the middle-sized town -= ne7-7s-

rs in cities editors have mere polarized news judgment.

Comparing the writers' agreement scores with the r

show thaf five of nine Writers correlate significantly wit th Nuarics

type and one correlates significantly and two near signifienc Jeth the

Chefs rerler type. The writers should know that their new: :.zts

32
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